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Abstract
Several lines of evidence are provided indicating that our visual percept can be dominated by spatial aliasing for viewing
conditions near those needed to see the spatial frequency doubled illusion. The apparent aliasing effect indicates that the
underlying sampling array has a density 15–30% of that of M-cells, in agreement with the known proportion of Y-like M-cells
(My-cells). The presence of aliasing indicates, that there is a separate irregular array of My-cells, and that their role is to rapidly
convey information on retinal gain control to the brain rather than to act primarily as inputs to image motion computation.
© 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The experiments described here attempt to examine
the angular separation between the units responsible for
the spatial frequency doubled (FD) illusion [1]. Subjects
see the FD illusion when they view low spatial frequen-
cies whose contrast is modulated in time at high tempo-
ral frequencies. Under these conditions subjects report
seeing grating patterns with twice as many cycles as in
the original pattern. Tyler [2], suggested that the illu-
sion arose from retinal ganglion cells with rectifying
responses to contrast modulation. Cat Y-cells [3] and
their primate analogues the Y-like cells of the magno-
cellular pathway (My-cells) [4], have a strong full wave
rectified response component. Studies of cat Y-cells
[5,6] indicate that the rectifier’s response is proportional
to the absolute value of the stimulus contrast raised to
an exponent of 0.7–0.8, e.g.  c0.7. The nonlinearity
responsible for the FD illusion has the same form [7].
Further evidence for a retinal origin for the FD
illusion comes from the observation that the ability of
persons with glaucoma to see the FD illusion is severely
impaired [8–14]. Results from these methods are highly
correlated with Pattern electroretinograms (PERGs)
obtained with FD stimuli [13], and with the results of
automated perimetry. Sensitivities and specificities
around 97% for diagnosing early glaucomas have been
confirmed [14]. The accuracy of these methods may
point to My-cells as the source of the FD illusion
because My-cells appear to be the largest of the retinal
ganglion cells, larger even than the Mx-cells [15–17]
and retinal ganglion cells appear to die-off in propor-
tion to their soma size in glaucoma [18–21]. Larger
cells in the parvicellular pathway are also killed at
higher rates [21] which may account for strong deficits
in blue:yellow system observed in glaucoma [22].
Much of our knowledge of primate retinal ganglion
cells is drawn from studies of macaques. The visual
acuity and contrast sensitivity of Macaques is similar to
humans [23–25] and the distribution of ganglion cells
in the Macaque retina appears to be very similar to that
of the human [26–28]. Anatomical studies on
Macaques indicate that 10% of the retinal ganglion cells
projecting to the LGN terminate in the Magnocellular
layers [29]. Electrophysiological studies reveal that 5–
25% of the LGN M-cells [17,15,16,30] show the re-
sponse signature of cat Y-cells. The responses of the
LGN cells appear to mirror that of their presynaptic
retinal ganglion cells [31–34]. The combined anatomi-
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cal and physiological data indicate that the Magnocel-
lular Y-cells or ‘My-cells’ represent only about 1–2% of
all retinal ganglion cells. All the evidence suggests that
humans would have a similar fraction of My-cells.
But what is it about My-cell physiology that might
make the FD illusion visible only at low spatial and
high temporal frequencies? The answer may be the
retinal gain control of Shapley and Victor [35], which is
strongly expressed in primate M-cells [30,36] but not in
P-cells. With the correct visual stimuli this gain control
is switched on providing large nonlinear responses
[35,37,38]. Under conditions of low spatial and high
temporal frequencies Y-cell second harmonic responses,
indicative of rectification, can be ten times the linear
response [5,39]. Responses of P cells are not affected by
gain control [36], and both P-cells and the other sub-
class of M cells (Mx), are quite linear, reducing their
potential as sources of second harmonic responses.
Recent PERG studies indicate that when conditions for
seeing the FD illusion are approached, the PERG
signal [40–42] becomes dominated by responses show-
ing phase shifts indicative of the action of retinal gain
control upon the second harmonic responses of Y-type
cells [39].
If the units responsible for the illusion are the My-
cells then the angular separation between these cells
should be accessible given that the sampling array of
My-cells should suffer from spatial aliasing. Aliasing
arises when the density of an array of samplers is
insufficient to reconstruct the highest spatial frequency
detected by an individual sampler. This critical sam-
pling limit, often called the Nyquist frequency, will be
referred to here as the critical spatial frequency (Sc).
Excellent discussions of sampling theory [43,44] and its
application to spatial vision e.g. [45–51] are available.
Of particular relevance to this study is the work of
Coletta et al. [52] and Galvin et al. [53].
The coverage factor (the number of cells seeing each
point in visual space due to receptive field overlap) of
M-cells has been estimated anatomically [54,55] and
electrophysiologically [32] to lie between two and seven.
If My-cells represent only 10% of all M ganglion cells
then their coverage factor would be in the range 0.2–
0.7. This means that the array of My-cells would seri-
ously undersample the image and suffer from aliasing
effects (see below) because individual cells would en-
code information about spatial frequencies which could
not be encoded veridically given the low density of their
array. By inspection of the available data [17] the
highest spatial frequency the individual My-cells can
respond to appears to be about four to eight times
higher than the Nyquist frequency imposed by their low
density. Thus if My-cell activity could be unmasked by
some particular class of visual stimuli one would expect
to see the effects of spatial undersampling. Spatial
aliasing effects attributable to retinal ganglion cells
have been observed in peripheral vision [56–59] but see
[60]. One of the most interesting of these effects is what
is known as motion reversal. Motion reversal attributed
to postreceptoral processes has also been reported [61]
and this has recently been attributed to the parvicellular
pathway indicating that this array determines the upper
spatial limit on motion acuity [62,59,53].
For a 1 dimensional set of periodic detectors a
moving sinusoidal intensity grating with spatial fre-
quency S in the range ScBSB2Sc, will be seen as a
lower spatial frequency (2ScS) alias pattern moving
in the opposite direction to its actual movement. For an
orderly two dimensional array of detectors the direction
of motion will appear to be opposite to actual motion
only near the cut-off frequency Sc (see [43,47] for
discussion of Sc for higher dimensional sampling) and
will otherwise been seen at other orientations [63]. In a
disorderly array the alias is a noisy pattern, band
limited in spatial frequency and orientation, typically
moving in the opposite direction to the veridical direc-
tion [52].
Motion reversal for the case of sampling with a
realistic irregular array can be understood by examin-
ing Fig. 1. The spectrum of a disordered sampling
Fig. 1. Top down views (along the temporal frequency axis) of the
spatio-temporal Fourier spectrum of a grating sampled by an irregu-
lar array (i.e. horizontal sections through the spectrum at a height
corresponding to the drift frequency of the grating). (a) The Yellott
ring (circles) is outside the window of visibility (dashed circle) and so
only the leftward moving grating (x) is seen (note that input gratings
are strictly speaking not visible, the delta functions (x) at the centre
of the rings are shifted copies of the 0 cpd component of the sampling
array spectrum which lodge themselves at the position of the input
grating’s frequency). (b) Both the grating and the alias (filled circles)
are seen. (c) Only the backward moving alias, with an average
orientation like the grating stimulus, is seen. (d) A stationary scintil-
lating noise pattern is seen.
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array, with mean detector distance s9S.D., is a ring of
noise with mean diameter 1:s [64,65] and a central delta
function corresponding to the mean value of the sam-
pling array (i.e. the [0,0] cpd component). The spectrum
of a sampled image, is the convolution of the ‘Yellott
Ring’ with the spectrum of the image. The action of
sampling a grating pattern with a disordered sampling
array is thus to create shifted copies of Yellott Rings
centred on the delta functions representing the grating.
As described by [52] it is the subsequent imposition of
a post-sampling filter creating a window of visibility
which results in the motion reversed percept. In the case
of a human observer, this post sampling filter might
occur in the visual cortex.
Fig. 1 shows a top-down view of some 3-D spatio-
temporal spectra of moving gratings sampled by an
irregular array (see [52]). If the grating spatial fre-
quency is not too high the Yellott Ring is outside the
region of visibility and not seen at all (Fig. 1(a)). At
higher frequencies the Yellott Ring is seen exclusively
and the predicted percept is that of a noisy grating
moving backwards (Fig. 1(c)) with the same mean
orientation as the sampled grating (cf. [66]), a lower
mean spatial frequency and a higher velocity (the tem-
poral frequency being fixed). At other spatial frequen-
cies both the real and the aliased patterns may be seen
simultaneously (Fig. 1(b)) or a stationary scintillating
oriented noise pattern may be seen (Fig. 1(d), cf. [67]).
In the case of two stage sampling of an image, first by
the cones and then by ganglion cells, the situation is
more complex but the first motion reversal seen as
spatial frequency is increased still provides an accurate
measure of the ganglion cell densities [53].
The above material leaves us with several expecta-
tions. If the FD illusion is produced by the My-cells
then, just as s-cone (blue-cone) stimuli have been used
to unmask aliasing effects in the human s-cone pathway
(cf. [65] with [68,58]), FD stimuli could unmask the
effects of undersampling in the My-cell array. In addi-
tion to observing motion reversal of moving FD pat-
terns, the aliased patterns would have the appearance
of a noisy grating, at times moving at a higher velocity
than the input stimulus [52]. The value of Sc should be
independent of parameters such as luminance, contrast,
drift rate and viewing distance. Most importantly the
values of Sc measured at different retinal eccentricities
should indicate cell densities considerably below that of
all M-cells.
2. Methods
In most experiments subjects had to indicate the
dominant direction of translating sinusoidal gratings
whose contrast was also modulated. Drift rates were in
the range 1–4 Hz and flicker rates were in the range
20–30 Hz. Typically, nine spatial frequencies were used
for a given experiment and gratings where presented
within circular apertures. A tone (220 Hz) accompanied
the onset of the gratings. Subjects signalled the per-
ceived direction of drift by pressing a lever. Gratings
where presented for 2 s and the subject also had the
option of having the same grating presented again, but
the direction of drift was randomised (left 6s right, or
up 6s down, in a given experiment) for all presenta-
tions. Typically 15–30 repetitions for each grating were
completed.
Two visual stimulus systems provided a control
against hardware effects. Most experiments were con-
ducted using a Barco CCID 7551 colour monitor
(6500°K white), 45 cd m2, 480512 pixels, 101
frames s1, usual contrast 0.9: visual stimuli generated
by a Truevision Vista Board. A few experiments em-
ployed a white (P4 phosphor) Joyce monitor, 297 cd
m2 with 1024 scan lines at 200 frames s2, usual
contrast 0.6, visual stimuli by a Joyce GR-SYS2. Non-
linear systems analysis of c.r.t output confirmed c.r.t.
linearity (e.g. [40]). We also examined Sc as a function
of eccentricity, Sc(x). The aperture diameters used at 0,
3.5, 10, 20, 30, 40° eccentricity were: 1, 2, 6, 12, 20, 25°,
respectively. These apertures were selected as being the
minium sized aperture providing reliable performance.
Correct judgements of drift direction were scored as
a one and incorrect answers as a zero resulting in
psychometric functions like those shown in Fig. 2(b),
where a probability of zero indicates that a subject
consistently sees the incorrect direction. The point of
chance performance (i.e. P0.5) is referred to as a
motion null, and to a first approximation the spatial
frequency resulting in chance performance, i.e. P0.5,
corresponds well to Sc [53]. The resultant psychometric
function has the form of 1erf (erf the error func-
tion i.e. the integral of a Gaussian), which is a function
of (1) Sc and, (2) s which is the slope at Sc. We fit the
raw zero and one data to permit estimation of the error
in Sc. Fitted values were obtained by a two stage
process consisting of a graphical method followed by
an iterative method.
The graphical method involved computing the cost,
i.e. the mean squared residual, of fitting a small range
of values of Sc and s (typically 6400 pairs). This brute
force approach had the advantage that one could
graphically examine the 2-D cost (mean square resid-
ual) function to guard against selecting local minima.
Usually a second and more fine grained inspection of
the region around the initial minimum of the cost
function was made and the results of this search were
used as initial estimates for the iterative fitting method
to find the absolute minimum. The iterative method
was a Gauss-Newton technique. The shape of the cost
surfaces, the estimated covariance matrix and subse-
quent Monte Carlo simulations showed that, Sc and s
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Fig. 2. Motion reversal for foveally presented gratings. (a) Psycho-
metric functions for seven persons for the central 1° of the visual
field. The gratings drifted at 2 Hz had their contrast modulated
sinusoidally at 25 Hz, contrast 90%, N15, mean luminance 45 cd
m2. (b) Examples of fitted (Methods) psychometric functions for
two subjects (tmsolid curves; ghhdashed curves) illustrating the
range of the data for the central 2°. The gratings drifted at 1 Hz had
their contrast modulated sinusoidally at 20 Hz, contrast 30%, N30,
mean luminance 297 cd m2. Data were obtained at viewing dis-
tances of 81 cm (*) and 325cm (o). The spatial frequencies on the
abscissa are twice the input spatial frequency, i.e. that of the illusory
FD pattern (see Methods).
D(x)k(ax)z (1)
where x is retinal eccentricity. Larger values of a pro-
duce flatter foveal densities while the asymptotic slope
at high eccentricities is governed by z. Thus, 1:a gov-
erns the foveal retinal magnification and z the ex-
trafoveal magnification. Connolly and Van Essen [69]
employed further constrained the fitting of a by requir-
ing that total number of cells within the central 2.5° of
the retina, N2.5, was correctly predicted by the fit. This
was achieved by keeping the half volume of revolution
(for a hemifield, i.e. one side of the dLGN) of Eq. (1)
equal to the value of N2.5. The same procedure was
used here but N2.5 was sometimes allowed to range over
the confidence limits reported by Connolly and Van
Essen [69] 950%. The values of Sc(x) can be obtained
directly from the density of cells as a function of
eccentricity, D(x), by:
Sc(x) (D(x):2
3)1:2 (2)
Notice that the values of Sc(x) obtained from Eq. (2)
assume a hexagonal packing of My-cells which is the
best approximation for a disordered array [67].
Using the FD illusion as a probe of the density of the
underlying sampling array can lead to conceptual prob-
lems because the stimulus is the spatial second har-
monic of the input spatial frequency. We mention here
some of these problems, and our rational for presenting
the results as we do, so that Section 3 can be inter-
preted more easily. We report our results in terms of
the FD spatial frequency unless otherwise mentioned.
Use of FD stimuli raises another problem in terms of
ON- and OFF-cells. If the FD illusion arises as the
result of full-wave rectification [2,7] in Y-like cells, and
given that the rectified responses arise from a different
source than the linear response (the quadratic response
arising from separate nonlinear subunits [15,16,6]), then
rectified responses in the ON- and OFF-centred Y-cells
will have the same sign. This admits the possibility of
the ON- and OFF-units acting as a single array with
twice the density. Since we are often using motion
detection in our experiments, and given that the most
likely form of motion computation requires separate
ON and OFF channels [71,72], we may be measuring
the density of these paths separately. A final possibility
is that the full wave rectification renders the nonlinear
information in ON- and OFF-channels the same and so
unfit for motion computation, and instead the direction
of motion may be based on the linear response compo-
nents of the My-cells. In this case the spatial frequency
of the percept is determined by rectification but the
perceived motion is determined by the linear response
component. The initial fits to Eq. (1) are done assuming
a single array and the question of separate ON and
OFF arrays, and linear 6ersus nonlinear responses is
addressed in Section 4.
did not covary significantly and so univariate confi-
dence limits were reasonable, and that the estimated
errors were in accord with those obtained by simula-
tion. A similar procedure was used to fit the functions
describing the variation of Sc with retinal eccentricity,
Eq. (1) below.
Well analysed data from macaques on the density of
Magnocellular LGN cells as a function of retinal eccen-
tricity are available [69] for comparison with the data
and analysis to be presented. Data on the diameter of
human parasol cells as a function of eccentricity is also
available [28] but without knowing the coverage factors
(estimates in macaque range from two to seven:
[54,32,55]) these data are not accurately convertible to
cell densities. Moreover, we do not know if the physio-
logically identified My-cells correspond to parasol cells.
Van Essen, Newsome and Maunsell [70] introduced an
empirically derived function to describe cell density as a
function of retinal eccentricity of the form:
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the critical spatial frequency Sc upon viewing distance and age for eight subjects for the central 2° of the visual field. (a)
Raw viewing distance data. (c) Raw data for age. Strong subject effects and a weak effect associated with some data taken at a higher luminance
and a different test situation (Methods) were characterised by a multiple regression. (b) Residuals plotted against viewing distance after effects of
subject and test site are removed. The slope of the (solid) regression line (0.09490.043se cyc °1 m1) is significant (P0.04) but is it is 11 times
smaller (21 standard errors) than if the number of cycles on the c.r.t. determined Sc. (d) Residuals after fitting viewing distance also showing no
significant age dependence of Sc.
3. Results
Motion reversal was observed for drifting FD test
patterns. Subjects often reported that near Sc two pat-
terns were simultaneously visible as transparent sheets:
the drifting FD pattern and a wiggly grating moving in
the opposite direction to the FD grating (cf. Fig. 1(b)).
The spatially wiggly, or broken up, appearance of the
reversed percept is consistent with the aliased pattern
being spatially and orientation band limited noise [52].
Also, as predicted for an alias, the motion reversed
pattern often moved at a higher angular velocity than
the input. At spatial frequencies further above Sc the
reversed percept became dominant (cf. Fig. 1(c)). When
two patterns were evident subjects reported which was
most vivid.
The central visual fields of seven subjects were tested
with gratings presented within 1° apertures (Fig. 2(a)),
and eight subjects were tested with 2° apertures (Fig.
2(b) and Fig. 3). The mean values of Sc obtained for the
1 and 2° apertures were 6.1290.37S.E. and 4.869
0.19S.E. cpd, respectively. Subjects showed noisier per-
formance with the smaller aperture reflecting the
greater difficulty of the task. Note that these values
refer to the FD illusory spatial frequency. The most
obvious feature of data is that the subjects clearly
experienced a reversal of the perceived grating motion,
i.e. their ability to guess the correct direction went to
near zero probability as spatial frequency increased.
Multiple measurements from eight subjects where Sc.
is examined over a 9 fold increase in viewing distance
and where subject age varied over four decades is
summarised in Fig. 3. The raw data for the effect of
viewing distance and age are presented in Fig. 3(a,c).
The data were submitted to a multivariate regression
against several factors. There was a significant subject
effect (P0.02), i.e. different subjects had different Sc.
This had been indicated by the relatively small standard
errors in comparison to the scatter of the points in Fig.
3(a,c) (and see Fig. 2(b)). Also, fitted was a factor
associated with the two experimental setups (see Meth-
ods) with which data were collected. Seven of the 30
points, from three of the eight subjects, were collected
at the higher luminance of 297 cd m2, the remainder
being measured at 45 cd m2. This factor was signifi-
cant (P0.005) and acted to increase Sc by 1.29
0.30S.E. cpd at all viewing distances.
The residuals obtained after removing the effects of
subject and test conditions show the independent effects
of viewing distance (Fig. 3(b)) and age (Fig. 3(d)).
There is a slight trend towards a higher Sc with increas-
ing viewing distance (slope0.09490.043S.E. cycles
°1 m1, P0.040). The slope is significantly different
(t21.0, df20) to that expected if the reversal effect
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Fig. 4. Sc changes as a function of the area of retina stimulated but
not other image parameters. (a) The effects on the measured Sc of
presenting the gratings within circular apertures of 1, 2 and 4°
diameter and a 3.6° square aperture (sqr). Lower values of Sc are
measured as more of the peripheral retina is recruited. The small
numerals above the bars indicate the drift temporal frequencies used.
(b) Sc measured in the central 2° (fov), and for 2° apertures presented
at 3.5° eccentricity in the temporal (tem), superior (sup), nasal (nas)
and inferior (inf) visual fields. The small h or v atop each bar
indicates the grating orientation. (c) Sc determined for several octaves
of contrast (left 3 bars, numerals indicate % contrast) using sinusoidal
contrast modulation of 20 and 30 Hz, drift 2 Hz, aperture 4°. For (a)
to (c) Mean luminance 297 cd m2, frame rate 200 Hz.
most subjects were tested in two sessions six months
apart and three subjects were also tested five years
apart permitting some independent estimation of age
and subject effects.
Decreasing values of Sc are expected for increasing
aperture sizes, given that retinal cell densities fall-off
with eccentricity. Fig. 4(a) shows Sc values obtained
from central retina (subject tm) where increasing aper-
ture diameters of 1, 2 and 4° produced a consistent
downward trend in Sc, as less dense parts of the retina
are recruited. Fig. 4(b) illustrates results from experi-
ments where gratings were presented in 2° apertures
centrally and at 3.5° eccentricity in the superior, infe-
rior, temporal and nasal visual fields. Again the data
indicate that Sc is linked to retinal magnification. Sc
values did not otherwise change for over several octaves
of drift frequency (Fig. 4(a)), or grating contrast (Fig.
4(c)). Aperture shape (Fig. 4(a)) and grating orientation
(Fig. 4(b)) also did not change Sc.
Fig. 5(a) shows results where a broader range of
spatial frequencies was examined looking for a second
motion reversal irrespective of the spatial appearance of
the stimuli. We did not observe a second motion rever-
sal (Fig. 5(a)) (as predicted by Galvin et al. [53]).
Instead as spatial frequency increases subject perfor-
mance asymptotes to chance performance (0.5) where
the stimuli soon become too demodulated to see. It is
likely, however, that FD illusion itself may break down
at spatial frequencies around 2Sc (Fig. 5(b)) as is ex-
pected from Y-cell physiology [38,5] and previous ex-
periments on the illusion [1]. To investigate this
possibility subjects compared the spatial frequency of
gratings, contrast modulated at 25 Hz, subsequently
presented, temporally unmodulated, versions of the
same gratings. Subjects had to report whether the per-
ceived spatial frequency of the grating was finer or
equal to the unmodulated version of the same grating.
This procedure illustrated that by about 2Sc (14 cpd)
spatial frequency doubling was no longer observed
(Fig. 5(b)).
depended upon the number of cycles on the c.r.t (i.e.
slope1). Clearly the motion reversal depends upon
spatial frequency rather than upon grating size. There
was no significant trend with subject age (Fig. 3(d)).
Age data was somewhat correlated with subject but
Fig. 5. Motion reversal and the FD illusion at higher spatial frequencies. (a) Two repeats where the task was to determine the direction of the
dominant motion. Both targets were presented to the central 1° of the right eye of tm. There is no second motion null near 14 cpd. (b) Two
subjects (*kr,  tm) compared the apparent spatial frequency of gratings modulated at 25 Hz with the same grating with no temporal contrast
modulation.
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Fig. 6. (a) Motion reversal characterised for 16.7 (dashed, N30) and 25.1 Hz (dash dot, N30) flicker at 565 Td. (b) The dashed curve shows
(at 8 Td) the probability of the 16.7 Hz flickering grating having an apparently higher spatial frequency than the same grating unmodulated. (c)
Motion reversal at 8 Td and 16.7 Hz (solid, N45) compared with (a) (dot-dashed) and Motion reversal at 8 Td 25 Hz (dashed). At 25 Hz and
8 Td although the gratings are evident picking the direction of movement is difficult reducing the ability to see reversals (N60). (d) The solid
curve indicates the probability of a finer pattern also being apparent. The second peak near 4 cpd suggests that at this low luminance a trace of
the predicted alias is visible against a stronger linear response. The dashed curves are from (b). Retinal illumination8 Td, N45 for all curves.
Curves in (a) to (d) are cubic splines (with constrained bending energy) and are shown to aid visualisation. All data obtained for the central 4°.
Error bars are S.E., in (a) the upper or lower error bars are shown on each curve.
Some experiments were conducted at low retinal
illuminations to examine what happens as cone input
degrades. Fig. 6(a) shows psychometric functions char-
acterising motion reversal at 565 Td (45 cd m2, 3 mm
pupil) obtained at 25 and 16.7 Hz contrast reversal
rates. These two curves are reproduced in Fig. 6(c)
[dash-dot lines] for comparison with another two psy-
chometric functions obtained at 16.7 and 25 Hz and 8
Td (1.13 cd m2, 4 mm pupil: solid and dashed lines).
We used 16.7 Hz flicker at 8 Td when we found that we
could not measure a strict motion reversal at 25 Hz
(Fig. 6(c), dashed) because the gratings appeared too
faint leading to near chance performance above 3 cpd.
The observed demodulation is in agreement with My-
cell physiology [34], where it has been shown that below
20 Td individual cell responses to higher frequencies
begin to decline. Data presented in Fig. 6 were obtained
with an aperture diameter of 4°: larger apertures were
required to obtain reasonable accuracy at the lower
luminances.
An interesting fact emerged in experiments examining
the apparent spatial frequency of gratings at 8 Td. The
dashed curve of Fig. 6(b) shows the outcome if the
question is asked: ‘is the apparent spatial frequency of
the 16.7 Hz modulated grating greater than its unmod-
ulated self?’. The results are quite similar to Fig. 5(b)
except that there is a greater tendency toward 50%
performance at higher frequencies. In the course of
these experiments it became clear that not infrequently
two image components were simultaneously visible, one
coarser pattern, similar to the input test pattern; and
one noisier finer spatial frequency component (the ex-
pectation above 2Sc). The solid curve of Fig. 6(d) is the
psychometric function obtained when the question is
asked ‘is an image component finer that the unmodu-
lated reference pattern also present?’ Under this condi-
tion the finer component is visible in two spatial
frequency bands with a second peak around 4 cpd.
3.1. Dependence of Sc upon retinal eccentricity
Measurements of Sc as a function of eccentricity,
Sc(x), were obtained for the temporal visual field of
seven subjects and from the nasal visual field of four of
those subjects. These measurements where made on the
Barco based system (45 cd m2, 25 Hz flicker) on all
seven subjects including tm, and on the Joyce system
(297 cd m2, 30 Hz) only for tm. The basic paradigm
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Table 1
Fitted parameters for Eq. (1) for the nasal and temporal visual fields of six subjects, showing mean values for the temporal, nasal and both visual
fields
z k (cells:deg2)Test N2.5 (cells)a (deg) Subject
1.48Temporal 1.77 399 2300 tma
1.57 2101.09 1800Visual tm
1.55Fields 1.96 357 1600 acj
1.79 109 900 mri0.97
1.54 177Nasal 18000.91 tma
1.37 141Visual 18000.83 tm
1.67 1230.78 1300Fields pjs
1.593.04 606 2100 mih
Means
1.77 269 1650Temporal 1.27
1.54 2621.39 1750Nasal
1.6690.06Both 2659621.3390.26 17009156
1.54 4953.94 1400Temporal [69]
1.44 293 1700Nasal [69] 2.25
The last two rows are based on anatomical data from Connolly and Van Essen [69]. The right-most column denotes the subject, errors are S.E.
a Measurements at a mean luminance of 297 cd m2, all others at 45 cd m2.
was to measure Sc at variety of retinal eccentricities and
then to fit the resultant values to Eq. (1) after first
converting the Sc values to cell density by use of Eq.
(2). The densities where then scaled by a density frac-
tion ry which was an estimate of the proportion of
dLGN projecting M-cells which are My-cells, on the
assumption that the My-cell density would be a simple
scaling of the Mx-cell population as is found for cat X
and Y-cells [73].
Eight data sets, four from nasal retina and four from
temporal retina showed a global minimum when fit to
Eq. (1) (Table 1). The other three data sets did not
converge to a unique solution (but see below). Fitted
Sc(x) curves obtained for the four temporal visual fields
are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8(a) shows the progress of the
fitting process by showing the trajectory, parameterised
in N2.5, of the global minimum computed for each set
of a, z (k being determined by N2.5) illustrating that the
overall minimum cost (mean square error) was obtained
near N2.51800.
Of most interest are the values of z and N2.5 because
these parameters ultimately determine the intra- and
extra-foveal magnification, also there is a natural ten-
dency for k to rise to compensate for rising a (i.e. a and
k covary). Values obtained here for a, the foveal mag-
nification, are more likely to be correct than fitted
values derived by Connolly and Van Essen [69] given
that here density data inside the central 2.5° was avail-
able, rather than N2.5 alone. The values of z and N2.5
(Table 1) are in good agreement with Connolly and
Van Essen [69]. To aid comparison with Connolly and
Van Essen [69] the values of k and N2.5 shown in Table
1 were scaled by the fraction of M-cells which are
Y-like, ry, to describe the total M-cell population.
In the actual fits to the data derived from Sc mea-
surements the values used were based on ryk and
ryN2.5 to provide the My-cell densities for a given Sc.
For all estimated parameters in Table 1 ry was set to
0.25 implying that the Y-like cells are about 0.25 as
dense as parasol cells. A ry of 0.25 was about as low as
could be obtained with a N2.5 like that of Connolly and
Van Essen [69]. It is important to understand the exact
figure is entirely dependent on the value of N2.5 for
humans, which is unknown. If N2.5 is larger for a
human then the value of rv drops. Changing N2.5 only
changes k not a or z.
Our fitted values of k are smaller than those of
Connolly and Van Essen [69] by 0.60 (1062:1760).
Similarly, the maximum value allowed by Connolly and
Van Essens [69] estimates of error for their value of N2.5
is 2550 which is 1:0.67 greater than the mean value
shown here of 1700. Thus, with no effect on the good-
ness of fit, and operating within the limits described by
Connolly and Van Essen [69], we can assume a value of
N2.5 of 2550 and so our becomes: ry0.60.250.15.
Our k values then also agree with the macaque data.
At alternate method was tried in order to use all our
data to obtain a better estimate of ry. This approach
recognised the fact that z is likely to be a fairly well
conserved parameter. We therefore fixed z at our mean
value of 1.657 (90.1539, 95% confidence limit for
df7) and refit our 11 data sets. Note that varying N2.5
in the fitting process is the same as fitting ry assuming
N2.5 fixed. By fixing z, and thus reducing the number of
fitted parameters, all our 11 data sets produced a global
minimum, an example being shown in Fig. 8(b). The
trajectory plotting the course of fitting is now parame-
terised in ry and the numbers shown assume N2.5
1800. If a value of N2.5 of 2550 is assumed the
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Fig. 7. The dependence of Sc upon nasal retinal eccentricity, Sc(x), for the temporal visual field of four subjects. The solid curves represent fits
to Sc(x) assuming 25% of M-cells are My-cells (i.e. ry0.25). This represents an upper bound on ry, the lowest estimate being 5.4% (see text).
Right ordinatecell densities, D(x) (Eq. (1)). The mean luminance at which the measurements were made is shown in the inset along with the
subject label. The fitted exponent z is also shown in each panel.
minimum in Fig. 8(b) would be at ry0.13. The mean
value of rv for the 11 data sets was 0.15190.035 S.D.,
in agreement with our estimate of 0.15 in the previous
paragraph. Also noteworthy is the fact that, even as-
suming N2.51800, values of ry much larger than 0.25
are decidedly unfavoured as shown by the rapid rise in
mean square error (Fig. 8(b)). Clearly the sampling
mosaic used in seeing the spatial frequency doubled
illusion has a density less than 20% of the total M-cell
population.
At-test of the hypothesis that z (Eq. (1)) is larger
than that for the nasal field for data from seven subjects
was significant (P0.03). Sc(x) from inferior and supe-
rior visual fields were also obtained for one subject (tm)
and these data required z\2.
4. Discussion
4.1. E6idence for aliasing
Data from eight subjects indicate that the observed
motion reversal effect is determined by spatial fre-
quency rather than viewing distance or age (Fig. 3).
Several octaves of contrast, drift frequency, and mean
luminance have little or no significant effect on Sc (Fig.
4 and Fig. 6(c)). The slight (much less than two octaves)
trend towards lower Sc with two octaves of drift rate
(Fig. 4(a)) may be due to the temporal qualities of the
post-sampling filter [52]. Similarly, grating orientation
and contrast modulation frequencies over the range
20—30 Hz (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4(c)) also have little effect
upon Sc. The tests employing different grating orienta-
tions showed that the alias was always motion reversed
indicating the sampling array is disordered in all orien-
tations [52,63]. An effect associated with test apparatus,
or a 6.6 times change in luminance, significantly shifted
Sc for the central 2° upward by 1.290.3S.E. cpd (25%).
Several factors such as subject experience, years be-
tween measurements and a darker background field, are
confounded with this factor so it is difficult to judge its
meaning. Subsequent examination of Sc at scotopic
luminances (a 68 fold reduction) indicates very small
luminance effects (Fig. 6(c)). So on balance it is clear
that spatial frequency is the major determinant of the
motion reversal effect, as required for spatial aliasing. It
is also worth noting that the experiments at 8 Td
eliminate a nonlinear interaction between L and M
cones in the surrounds of Mx-cell receptive fields [74] as
the source of the FD illusion.
Also as predicted (e.g. Fig. 1(b)) at frequencies near
Sc subjects report seeing both the aliased percept and
the grating stimulus. This motion transparency effect
indicates that the underlying process by which direction
of the drifting FD gratings is detected is a non-oppo-
nent system [75] as embodied in directionally selective
complex cells [71,72]. More generally the motion re-
versed pattern has the appearance of spatially low pass
noise with the mean orientation of the stimulus grating,
i.e. a slightly wobbly or fractured grating, but often
moving at higher velocities. These higher velocities are
also a predicted feature of a spatial alias (Fig. 1(b)).
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Fig. 8. Trajectories of fitting process for an Sc(x) data set. (a) The mean square error (MSE) for different fits of the parameters a, z, from Eq.
(1) and N2.5. The trajectory is parameterized in N2.5 and each point (o) represents the global minimum. There is a global minimum near
N2.51800. (b) The same data set is force fit with the mean value of z1.66. Now the trajectory showing the MSE for each value of a is
parameterized in ry, the proportion of Y-like cells. A clear minimum occurs near ry0.20.
It is important to recall that it is unlikely that all
trace of other ganglion cell types is extinguished when
the FD illusion is observed. For example, at photopic
luminances P-cells can respond to quite rapid contrast
variations, albeit weakly [16,30,34]. At lower lumi-
nances M-cell responses are stronger probably due to
their strong rod input [76], while perhaps 20% of P-cells
receive strong rod input [77] this input only seems to
contribute minimally to P-cell responses and only below
2 Td [78]. My-cells also are the most Weberian of
ganglion cells, maintaining their response to contrast
and dynamic character to very low light levels, better
even than Mx-cells [34]. At 8 Td, 16.7 Hz is still above
the flicker fusion rate for P-cells [34]. Thus, at low
luminances we might expect the masking effects of
input from other ganglion cell types to be smaller and
My-cell responses to be relatively larger. Scotopic con-
ditions may also reduce the system to a single stage
sampling process because the electrical coupling be-
tween rods, and between horizontal cells, would virtu-
ally eliminate aliasing at the rod and rod bipolar levels.
This would predict a weak alias signal around 2Sc as
observed at 8 Td (Fig. 6(d)). Taken together all the
above observations strongly indicate that the motion
reversed pattern is an alias.
Some further consideration of the contrasts we used
and the circular apertures employed should be made
because the hard edges could introduce orientation
information making direction discrimination more
difficult. At first glance the contrasts used seem high:
0.9 for most of the Barco experiments and 0.6 for most
Joyce experiments; however, due to the high modula-
tion rates (typically 25 and 30 Hz, respectively) the
subjective contrast was less than half the actual input
contrast. Also, experiments using 15, 30 and 60% con-
trast yielded very similar results for Sc (Fig. 4(c)).
Experiments at low luminance, particularly at high
flicker rates (Fig. 6(c)), produced very low subjective
contrasts and yet the measured Sc was little different
than at high light levels. Thus, several experiments
indicate that contrast had little effect on Sc, and so any
edge effects at the higher contrast conditions appear to
have been minimal.
Our fits to Sc(x) assumed that both the ON- and
OFF-centred My-cells are contributing to the same
array. As mentioned in the Methods this is not unrea-
sonable given the way in which the nonlinear response
is generated. In both primate [15,16] and cat [38,5] there
is good evidence that the nonlinear response arises from
a separate source, an array of full wave rectified sub-
units, and that this is added on to the Y-cell response
[6]. This means that the second harmonic responses in
both ON- and OFF-centred units will have the same
sign and so the two groups of cells could be acting as a
single array. We do, however, exploit neural motion
detection in our experiments and the most likely form
of motion computation requires separate ON and OFF
channels [71,72], therefore we may be measuring the
density of these paths separately. In that case ry would
be 0.30290.022S.E. (N11). The aforementioned
possibility that the motion reversal is based on the
linear response component of My-cells will be addressed
once the effects of sampling by multiple arrays is
discussed.
Connolly and Van Essen [69] found that z (Eq. (1))
was larger for LGN laminae corresponding to the
temporal visual field in both the Magno- and Parvi-
cellular layers which is in line with differences in gan-
glion cell densities seen in the macaque [54,79,80] and
human [27,28]. Similar results for Sc(x) where also
found here. Results from inferior and superior visual
fields required z\2, similar exponents were obtained
by Schein [81] when fitting the cone densities of the
macaque superior and inferior retina.
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4.2. Alternati6es for the motion re6ersal
A possible concern is that the reversed motion per-
cept may actually be part of the stimulus and not a
spatial alias at all. This arises from the fact that a
grating moving to the left drifting left at 2 Hz ( fd) and
modulated at 25 Hz ( ff) can be thought of as the sum
of a grating moving left at 27 Hz ( fd ff) and a second
moving right at 23 Hz ( fd ff). This permits the
possibility that below a certain spatial frequency (near
Sc) the FD illusion is strong and the FD grating is seen
to move in the correct direction, while above that
spatial frequency, the FD illusion is not seen or is seen
poorly, and for some reason the 23 Hz grating alone
is seen instead. Control experiments on five subjects
(not shown) indicated that the drift velocities observed
where that of an alias and not that of the much faster
fd-ff component.
The motion reversal effect reported here also does
not appear to be related to the motion reversal effected
investigated by Chubb and Sperling [82]. There are
several reasons why these phenomena are unlikely to be
related. The stimuli used by Chubb and Sperling were
narrow stripes which were jumped by a quarter wave-
length and then contrast reversed. Above a certain
spatial frequency the stripe patterns appear to move in
the reversed direction. It appears, however, that the
effect breaks down totally at temporal frequencies
above 10 Hz [83,84]. Also the reversed motion percept
produced in these cases does not move at a higher
speed than the stimulus, and does not have the noisy
appearance of an alias. Therefore the phenomena re-
ported by those authors do not appear to be related to
motion reversal of FD patterns.
Another effect which could theoretically produce low
Sc values even for a denser set of cells, say the array of
all the M-cells, is so called multi-rate sampling [51]. The
effect occurs in highly orderly multilayer sampling ar-
rays where there is divergence and convergence of
information not unlike the retina. Several factors dis-
count this possibility. The first of these is that all such
systems also appear to provide a vivid alias for input at
0 cpd (a process called imaging) which is not observed.
More importantly it is unlikely that the sampling ma-
trix of My-cells is highly regular given that the alias has
the same orientation as the input grating (cf. [63,52]).
4.3. The linear response
The finding that a second motion reversal was not
observed at 2Sc meets the expectation for a two stage
sampling process, where both cone and ganglion cell
array effects need to be considered [53]. Several other
factors could contribute to a lack a second reversal and
we discuss them below.
This study was partially predicated upon the observa-
tion that the highest spatial frequency the individual
My-cells respond to, at any particular eccentricity, ap-
pears to be about four to eight times higher [17] than
the My-cell Nyquist frequency predicted from anatomi-
cal data [69]. Naturally, the linear response component
will also alias once the Nyquist rate is exceeded: the FD
stimuli used here only being necessary to unmask My-
cell responses from the responses of other cells. There-
fore, as spatial frequency is increased, and the FD
frequency exceeds 1.5Sc, one would also begin to see an
aliased component arising from the fundamental (lin-
ear) response component. This would have the effect of
stretching the band of frequencies over which motion
reversal is reported as in Fig. 5(a). So, while there is
evidence of an alias pattern with the correct spatial
appearance in the band 1.5–2Sc, the FD component is
likely to be weak (Fig. 5(b)) and perhaps masked by
contributions from other cell types, especially at higher
luminances, as well as by the linear response compo-
nent of the My-cells themselves.
The point has been raised that full wave rectification
would lead to identical signals in the ON- and OFF-sub
My-cells at a given retinal position. This might affect
our ability to observe any image motion. This opens up
the possibility that while our visual percept is the FD
illusion, the motion computation is actually based on
smaller linear response components of the My-cells. In
this case we should have used the input spatial frequen-
cies to calculate ry. For this reason we ran the calcula-
tion again on the 11 Sc(x) data sets, using the
fundamental spatial frequencies as inputs and keeping
the exponent z fixed at 1.657. The new mean value of ry
was 0.02790.004S.E., assuming an N2.5 of 1800. Dou-
bling this for separate ON- and OFF-streams yields a
ry of 0.054. This is towards the lower limit of the
estimated fraction of My-cells (e.g. [30]).
The difficulty with the linear Y-cell response deter-
mining Sc is of course that it raises the question: why
don’t the linear Mx-cells determine the perceived direc-
tion of motion if processing the weaker linear response
is an option? One answer could be that once the brain
has decided that the second harmonic response from
the Y-like cells is the correct percept that only informa-
tion from that stream can be used to compute motion,
thus excluding linear Mx-cell responses, and forcing
My-cell linear input to be the signal used for motion
computation. A similar argument may apply to recent
observations that P-cells, rather than Mx-cells, deter-
mine the upper spatial limit for motion computation
[62,59,53]. Thus, perhaps when P-cells provide the best
percept (by some unknown criteria, perhaps signal to
noise ratio at high spatial frequencies) they are exclu-
sively used for motion computation and not M-cells. A
mechanism which can select the most reliable input
stream(s) for motion computation would also be com-
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patible with some higher order motion processing
schemes [85].
4.4. If Mx-cells display some Y-like acti6ity would this
affect the measured Sc?
X-cells can show some quadratic response especially
at lower spatial frequencies [86] Fig. 5. For these cells
to have no effect whatsoever upon the observed Sc it is
only necessary is that the Y cells and the X cells have a
different mean inter-cell distance, which we might refer
to as dy and dx. There could be considerable noise in the
inter-cell distance but, irrespective of the noise, as long
as there was a mean difference between dy and dx then
this defines two disordered sampling matrices having
two different values of Sc, exactly equal to 1:2dy and
1:2dx [52].
Fig. 9 is provided to illustrate what happens in the
case of combining a coarser and a finer sampling array,
like possibly the X and Y-like Magnocellular units,
with critical frequencies 1:2dy and 1:2dx. Fig. 9 is like
Fig. 1 but includes a larger outer Yellott ring, corre-
sponding to the array with mean intercell distance dx.
Note that the onset of the first motion reversal will be
completely unaffected by the second ring because the
inner ring precedes the outer ring into the window of
visibility (e.g. Fig. 9(c)). The effect of the second ring is
only observed when the spatial frequency of the input
grating (the x) is sufficiently high that the outer ring
begins to intrude into the window of visibility (Fig.
9(d)). As shown in Fig. 9(d) this could have the effect of
extending the range of spatial frequencies over which
motion reversal is observed as in fact occurs (e.g. Fig.
5(a)).
One additional fact must be noted: even if the denser
array had 95% of its sensing elements turned off at
random the Sc of the denser array is unchanged! This
behaviour of so called degenerate arrays was elegantly
demonstrated by Geller et al. [87]. No knowledge of
Fourier analysis is required to understand that the
Nyquist rate for a degenerate sampling array is the
same as the complete, parent, array. If some elements
are removed at random from a disordered array there
will always be elements with the original inter-element
distance d, leading to a spectrum with a mean radius
1:d. The corollary for the present argument is that: even
if a random subset of X-cells were producing second
harmonic responses, the diameter of the Yellott Ring
for that subset of X-cells is the same as that of the
whole X-cell array.
Therefore, as long as the My- and Mx-cells have a
different mean inter-cell distance the effect of switching
some X cells to partial or full Y-like behaviour will
have no effect upon the diameter of the inner Yellott
ring and therefore no effect upon the spatial frequency
at which the first motion reversal is first seen. Even if
some nonrandom (i.e. complex) system changed the
mean inter-cell distance as some X cells became Y-like
this would again not alter the diameter of the inner ring
and so the first motion reversal would be unaffected.7
4.5. Is the nonlinear pathway the My system?
Perry et al. [29] found that about 10% of retinal
ganglion cells project to the magnocellular layers of the
dorsal LGN. Of these cells it appears that only 5–20%
show the Y-cell response signature, i.e. the presence of
a strong second harmonic response [15,16,30,17]. There
is substantial evidence, both anatomical [26–28] and
behavioural [23–25] that macaque retinas and their
visual brain [88] are good models of the human system.
Several findings lend support to the correspondence
between the nonlinear pathway described here and the
My system. Firstly, cells of the magnocellular LGN of
macaques are tuned to higher temporal frequencies
than are cells in the parvicellular layers, the peak
frequencies for the M and P cells were reported by
Derrington and Lennie [30] as being 13.896.1 Hz (P)
and 21.5911.3 Hz (M), and by Marrocco et al. [16] as
Fig. 9. The effects of a second array with a higher density of cells
upon the first motion reversal (cf. Fig. 1). The (x) indicates the spatial
frequency of the input pattern. (a) Neither Yellott ring can be seen as
the window of visibility imposed by post sampling filtering is too
constrained. (b) The first motion reversal is seen, there is no effect
form the outer ring arising from the higher density units. The (x)
indicates that the input pattern is seen simultaneously. (c) Motion
reversal still apparent, input grating no longer seen. (d) At sufficiently
high input frequency the outer ring from the denser array becomes
visible broadening the range of frequencies over which motion rever-
sal is seen.
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10.991.04 (P), 19.596.8 (Mx) and 19.695.0 (My).
This difference between the P and M streams is in
agreement the findings of Merigan and Eskin [89] on
the contrast sensitivity of Macaques which have lost
most of their P ganglion cells, through acrylamide
monomer lesion. Merigan and Eskin [89] demonstrated
that below 1 cpd and above 10 Hz contrast thresholds
seem unaffected in these P-cell lesioned macaques.
Thus, it appears that the M cell pathway dominates this
region of spatio-temporal visual space [90,91], which
corresponds to the domain where the frequency dou-
bled effect is seen [1].
None of this, however, explains why the My subsys-
tem might come to dominate the visual percept. Some
evidence for Y-cell involvement comes from the fact
that Y-cell quadratic responses (e.g. second harmonic
responses) and the FD illusion both appear to be
produced by a nonlinearity where the response is pro-
portional to contrastz, where contrast is signed and the
exponent z is about 0.7 (cf. [5,6] and [7].
The retinal gain control effect described by Shapley
and Victor [35] may explain the source of the FD
illusion. The gain control operates such that at moder-
ate to high temporal frequencies the response to in-
creased contrasts is amplified. In the cat the retinal gain
control is strongest in the Y system [38,5,39]. In the
monkey all the properties which identify the Y response
signature, such as the periphery effect [15] and spatial
tuning of the quadratic response being indicative of
subunit structure [15,16] have been found for primate
My-cells. Retinal gain control has been confirmed in
primate M-cells [30,36] and is not present in P cells [36].
For visual stimuli that would produce the FD illusion
in humans this gain control is switched on and Y-cell
second harmonic responses can be ten times the linear
response [5,39]. Also P-cells are quite linear, eliminating
them as sources of second harmonic responses. Recent
PERG studies indicate that when conditions for seeing
the FD illusion are approached, the PERG signal [40–
42] becomes dominated by responses showing phase
shifts indicative of the action of retinal gain control
upon the second harmonic responses of Y-type cells
[39].
Other effects such as the action of cortical efferents
upon LGN neurons may also play a role in unmasking
the FD illusion [92]. Selective suppression of particular
input streams to the cortex are known from saccadic
suppression effects [93]. Therefore the effects of retinal
gain control in the production of the FD illusion may
be assisted by other mechanisms which either enhance
the M pathway or suppress other retinal afferent path-
ways. So we find that by a number of mechanisms,
principally retinal gain control acting upon My-cell
quadratics responses, we might expect the visual per-
cept to be substantially influenced by My-cells.
4.6. E6idence for a separate array of Y-like M-cells
In most mammals investigated there appear to be
discrete X and Y types and these are quite differen-
tiable on the basis of cell size [94]. To say that primates
would not have the same arrangement is to say that
they must be markedly different from other mammals.
As described by Kaplan et al., [95] in their review of
primate ganglion cells the suggested figure of 15–30%
of M-cells being Y-like is in good agreement with the
known numbers of Y-cells in ‘20 species of placental
mammals from six orders’. Perhaps the more likely case
is then that in primates the expected size difference
between X and Y cells (in the Magnocellular pathway)
is simply smaller making the usual anatomical discrimi-
nation difficult. Sterling et al. ([96], and Calkins per-
sonal communication) have made a case for the
‘Garland’ type retinal ganglion cells being the Y-like
M-cells based upon their stratification, their connection
to many amacrine cells, and their larger (than Parasol
cells) dendritic fields. They report that there are about
30–40% as many Garland cells as Parasol cells which
would agree with our figure of ry0.152.
Three single cell electrophysiological studies indicate
that My-cells are larger than Mx-cells by virtue of their
larger receptive field size [17,31] and more rapid con-
duction velocities [31,16]. The behaviour of Y-like M-
cells is quite different than their X-like partners with
respect to light adaptation, such that Y-like cells pre-
serve their temporal tuning and contrast sensitivity
much better than X-cells as light levels fall from 1000 to
0.01Td [34]. More recently Smith III et al. [21] have
demonstrated, through electrophysiological recordings
from the LGN, that the larger members of both the P
and M cell classes are more damaged by trauma in-
duced glaucoma than the smaller members of these two
cell classes. Unfortunately, low cell numbers and their
use of relatively advanced glaucoma did not permit
them to make a judgement as to whether My-cells are
significantly more damaged that Mx-cells in early glau-
coma. The fact that larger members of the M-cell
pathway are differentially affected [21] suggests a differ-
ent anatomical subset of M-cells.
4.7. Retinal gain control and motion perception
Aliasing is not a problem if the major task of Y-cells
is to convey the state of retinal gain control to the
brain. The signal governing retinal gain control, being
essentially the local r.m.s. contrast, is unaffected by
aliasing, spatial phase being of no import. Very briefly,
the requisite contrast signal that gain control operates
on seems to be computed by taking the spatial average
of about 100 rectified bipolar cell inputs ([38] see also
[97]). There also is a process of signal modification to
provide the spatio-temporal tuning of the contrast sig-
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nal to high speeds (i.e. low spatial and high temporal
frequencies). This signal is then used to regulate M-cell
gain [36] in primates, and X and Y cell gain in cats,
[35,39,98] and is also added to the Y-cell response to
give them their special character [5,6].
When computing the spectral power of a signal (the
Fourier domain equivalent of averaging the square of
the signal), aliasing poses no problems at all even for
frequencies well beyond Sc, as long as the underlying
sampling array is disordered [99,100]. In principle with
certain a priori information it is even possible to accu-
rately recover spatial phase information above Sc [49].
That is not what Y-cells appear to want to do with this
information, however. Instead, they take the spatial
sum of a large number of rectified signals and so the
spatial phase information is largely destroyed except at
very low spatial frequencies. Y-cells relay this contrast
signal [6], and so too the state of retinal adaptation, to
the brain.
Aliasing does pose problems for motion computa-
tion. With natural stimuli, being composed of every
spatial frequency, the effect of aliasing will be to fold
back energy above Sc into the band from 0 to Sc cpd
and this energy will appear as noise. For example, in
the central 2° the value of Sc is about 2 cpd (input
frequencies) while individual My-cells within the 2.5°
are reported as having a mean spatial resolution of 12
cpd or six times Sc [17]. This brings into question the
suitability of My-cells as direct inputs to motion com-
putation given that there is considerable power in reti-
nal images in the band 2–12 cpd, and all of this will
have its spatial phase information (positional informa-
tion) degraded by aliasing, thus reducing the accuracy
of calculation of motion in this band. Moreover, much
of the power in the band 2–12 cpd will be aliased back
into the band 0–2 cpd considerably degrading the
signal to noise ratio even below Sc. Finally, while the
ability of the linear response of Y-cells will be degraded
by aliasing, the nonlinear response component has had
much of its positional information degraded by spatial
averaging.
These effects may explain why subjects can accu-
rately identify drifting low contrast FD gratings while
at the same time they cannot distinguish the direction
of drift [11], even for spatial frequencies well below Sc.
Loss of the ability to detect grating motion direction is
typical of aliasing effects as seen for P-cell aliasing in
the periphery [62,59,53].
Not only would Y-cells be bad at motion computa-
tion but they also appear not to be needed for cortical
motion computation given that motion computation
likely occurs 6ia ON and OFF cells, which are either
lagged or not lagged [72], as found in the X pathway
[101,102]. Thus, spatial aliasing means that Y-cells may
only participate indirectly in image motion computa-
tion by keeping the brain abreast of the rapidly chang-
ing retinal adaptive state which operates on a time scale
of :15 ms [6]. This need for speed perhaps explains
the need for rapid conduction in Y-cells. Strong Y-in-
put to areas of the cortex associated with motion
computation may have more to do with the necessity of
disentangling rapid changes in ganglion cell gain from
actual changes in contrast (see following section).
4.8. Spatial requirements for the operation of retinal
gain control
A final consideration is that the process of retinal
gain control may actually require a separate, coarse,
array of cells. This conclusion comes about if one
assumes that a primary role of My-cells is to convey the
retinal gain control signal to the brain. It would seem
foolhardy for the visual system to have the regions over
which the contrast signal was computed to overlap in a
haphazard fashion, so logic dictates that the Y-cells
should have a fairly fixed inter-cell distance [103]. The
most efficient detector packing strategy is a regular
hexagonal array [43,47], but a disordered array, having
some mean inter-detector difference 9sd, is a close
approximation [67]. Such a moderately orderly array of
course has a Yellott Ring spectrum [64,65] provided the
standard deviation of the intercell distance is 15% or
more of the mean distance, as occurs for primate
photoreceptors from 0.5° retinal eccentricity outward
[104].
A moderately orderly array of Y-cells would have
implications for visual processing in striate cortex. If
the My-cells represent about 20% of all M-cells then
there are about 2–4 My-cells per cytochromeoxidase
(CO) blob in V1 (e.g. [105]). The blob centred regions
are the site of processing low spatial frequencies [106].
Any regulation of local contrast gain over large patches
of the retina must have a huge impact on the interpreta-
tion of low spatial frequencies. That is to say the brain
would have difficulty disambiguating actual changes in
the contrast of low spatial frequencies from changes in
contrast gain of the ganglion cell afferents where, as
described above, the contrast control signal is com-
puted as a spatial average, i.e. computed using low
spatial frequencies as input. Therefore, given that blob
centred regions could have to receive detailed and
rapidly updated (:15 ms) knowledge of retinal gain
control from Y-cells, it is tempting to suggest that
Y-cells synapse in the blobs where low spatial frequen-
cies are processed. The region of visual space analysed
by blob centred cortical units is slightly bigger than the
typical receptive field area of M-cells (e.g. [105]Fig. 5)
and is comparable to the area over which the contrast
signal is computed [6,97], Fig. 6. Therefore a coarse,
but fairly regular, array of My-cells would also serve the
blob centred image analysis system well in supplying
information about regulation of M-cell gain and its
effects upon interpreting low spatial frequencies.
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4.9. Conclusions
The present data provide good evidence that spatial
aliasing effects can be observed for stimuli producing
the spatial frequency doubled illusion. My-cells are
good candidates for sources of the illusion. The pre-
dicted critical spatial frequency of My-cells Sc is a good
match to the observed data at retinal eccentricities
ranging from the fovea out to 40°, ry being either 0.15
or 0.3 depending on whether ON- and OFF-centred
cells act as 1 or 2 arrays. If there is a mechanism which
chooses My-cells as the exclusive basis for motion com-
putation when their (nonlinear) response is strong then
this admits the possibility that the linear component of
the My-cell response is used to compute motion and
then ry falls to about 0.05 near the lower limit reported
[30]. The noise produced by aliasing may explain why
direction selectivity is lost at contrasts well above the
recognition threshold for FD patterns [11].
As long as the My-cells have a mean inter-cell dis-
tance greater than that of the Mx-cells then the first
motion reversal is not affected by any second harmonic
response component from the Mx-cells, even if the
Mx-cells are somewhat nonlinear. Consideration of the
efficient computation underlying the retinal gain con-
trol system [35,36], and also the ability of CO blob
centred computational units in V1 to rapidly interpret
low spatial frequency signals in the face of large scale
changes in ganglion cell gain, both indicate that a
separate coarse array of fast conducting Y-like cells is
required.
Unlike motion computation, calculation of the con-
trast signal governing gain control is unaffected by
spatial aliasing. It is possible that Y-cells could be used
as inputs to motion computation for very high image
velocities where only very low spatial frequencies (i.e.
below Sc) would produce reasonable response modula-
tion, thus minimising the effects of spatial aliasing.
Animals making use of high image velocities might tend
to use Y-cells more as inputs to image motion and take
steps to reduce aliasing. This could for example explain
why cats might have slightly denser Y-cell arrays than
macaques.
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